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Due date for problems on Thursday, April 25 [deadline on April 30]. 

 

 

1.   a) PB 8.1:   

      b) PB 8.2 

 

2. PB 8.10a) and b).  [Cf. 7.14 for Bose gases.] 

 

3. a) Using results derived in class, show for Fermi gases that, to leading order in T, S = (π
2
/3)kB

2
Tg(εF) 

    b) Using the Sommerfeld low-temperature expansion as done in class, find fν(z) to order T
2
.  Be 

sure to eliminate µ from your answer, as done in class.  Use your result to check the expansion for γ in 

PB problem 8.3, for κS in PB problem 8.4, and for χ in PB problem 8.14. 

 

4, 5 . Qual problems (see next pages) 
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Problem I.3 (Framer: B L Hu) Qualifying Examination January 2011

First consider a classical ideal gas at temperature T consisting of N molecules and initially
confined in a volume Vi. Then the gas is allowed to expand to a final volume Vf in two
different ways:

(a) Free expansion. The gas is thermally insulated from its environment and experiences
free irreversible expansion into a vacuum. Calculate the entropy change of the gas
ΔSgas

irr = Sf − Si by comparing the number of accessible states before and after the
expansion. (8 points)

(b) Isothermal expansion. The gas is in thermal contact with a reservoir of temperature T
and experiences a slow reversible quasistatic expansion, e.g. produced by a slow motion
of a piston that limits the gas volume. Calculate the work W done on the gas in this
process, the change ΔU = Uf − Ui of the internal energy of the gas, and the heat Q
transferred to the gas from the environment. Calculate the entropy change of the gas
ΔSgas

rev = Sf − Si in this reversible process by using the formula ΔS = Q/T . Compare
your answers for ΔSgas

irr and ΔSgas
rev . Are the two results the same or different? Explain

why. (8 points).

(c) What are the entropy changes in the environment for these two cases: ΔSenv
irr and

ΔSenv
rev ? What are the total entropy changes in the gas and the environment for these

two cases: ΔStot
irr = ΔSgas

irr +ΔSenv
irr and ΔStot

rev = ΔSgas
rev +ΔSenv

rev ? Are ΔStot
irr and ΔStot

rev

the same or different? Explain why. (5 points)

(d) Now consider a non-interacting degenerate Fermi gas made of N spin-1/2 fermions each
of mass m and initially confined in a volume Vi at zero temperature T = 0. Calculate
the Fermi momentum pF , the Fermi energy EF , and the energy per particle U/N .
Express U/N in terms of EF . (7 pts)

(e) This Fermi gas is thermally insulated from its environment and experiences free irre-
versible expansion into a vacuum to a final volume Vf . Assume that Vf is sufficiently
large so that the Fermi gas becomes non-degenerate, i.e. classical. Calculate the final
temperature Tf of the gas after the expansion. Express Tf in terms of EF obtained
above. (6 pts)

(f) Estimate by what factor Vf/Vi the initially degenerate Fermi gas needs to expand in
order to become classical in the final state. (6 pts)

Hint: A gas behaves classically when the inter-particle separation d = 3

√
N/V is much

greater than the thermal de Broglie length λ = h/
√
2πmkT , where h and k are the

Planck and the Boltzmann constants.
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